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Abstract. We present a study of different implementation variants of the Sin-
gleton pattern and propose an intuitive definition of this pattern expressed as a
first-order logic formula. We also show that our method for automatically detect-
ing design patterns can be used to detect instances of the Singleton with respect
to this definition. We also provide data on experiments with a proof-of-concept
implementation of this detection method. These experiments prove the efficiency
and high accuracy of the method, which is able to detect many non-standard vari-
ants of the Singleton in real source code.

1 Introduction

Design patterns [1] facilitate creation of quality designs. As well as being useful during
the construction of software systems, they also aid the analysis of existing systems, e.g.
reconstructing the documentation of a legacy system from its source code, i.e. reverse
engineering. The automation of reverse engineering can be more efficient if design pat-
terns are recognized. If they are properly detected, the analysis can appropriately reflect
the design intentions. If these intentions are caught in the reconstructed documentation,
the future maintenance and development of a legacy system should be far easier and
less costly.

The recognition of instances of design patterns in code is difficult, because the pat-
terns are not formally defined. The only formal thing we have is the canonical form
of each pattern. Instances of design patterns can depart from the canonical form be-
cause of specific properties of the chosen programming language and additional design
requirements implied by the nature of the solved problem. Furthermore, design pat-
terns are often independently invented and developed by programmers. Although the
ideas behind these inventions are similar, details of their implementations can differ. In-
stances of design patterns are also often tangled together – a particular system function
is usually implemented by the cooperation of a number of patterns.

Our aim was to capture the Singleton pattern intent and provide a way to discover
as many of its implementation variants as possible. In this paper, we analyse different
implementations of the Singleton pattern to find the pattern essence. We also show that
our method for automatic pattern recognition can be used to detect variants of the Sin-
gleton. We provide the description of a proof-of-concept implementation of our detec-
tion method and the results of experimental comparisons with other pattern recognition
approaches.
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Contributions of this paper

– We present a study of the different implementation variants of the Singleton pat-
tern. The study helps in better understanding of applications of the variants of the
Singleton. The list of the variants also forms a benchmark that helps to assess the
accuracy of pattern detection tools in their discovery of the Singleton instances.

– We present an intuitive definition of the Singleton pattern that covers different vari-
ants of the Singleton identified in the above study.

– We show that our pattern recognition method is able to detect many non-standard
implementations of the Singleton pattern (according to the presented intuitive
definition).

– We use the proof-of-concept implementation of our methodology to show that it is
both efficient and successful in recognizing diverse implementations of Singleton.

2 Motivating Examples

For the last few years, we have observed a continuous improvement in the field of design
pattern recognition. Current approaches are capable of detecting a fairly broad range of
design patterns, targeting structural as well as behavioural aspects of patterns. However,
these approaches are not faultless and sometimes fail to capture source code intent.

The Singleton pattern is the most popular pattern detected by the existing detection
approaches. Its canonical implementation is simple, and the intent seems straightfor-
ward. However, by carefully analysing the structure of this pattern, we can identify
some corner cases among its implementation variants as well as in a usage context.

Firstly, we should realize that approaches solely based on structural relationships are
not able to detect the Singleton pattern instances correctly. For example, FUJABA [2],
which is one of the state-of-the-art detection tools, utilizes only structural relationships
in the recognition of Singleton instances. FUJABA reports a Singleton instance when
it finds that a class has a static reference of the Singleton class and has a public-static
method with a return type of the Singleton class. Obviously these criteria do not guar-
antee that a reported class is a true Singleton. FUJABA does not check the usage of a
Singleton constructor. FUJABA reports a false positive Singleton in the case shown in
Figure 1.

public class S1 {
private static S1 instance = new S1();
S1() {}
public static S1 getInstance() { return instance; }

}
public class Usage {

public useS1() { S1 s1 = new S1(); }
}

Fig. 1. Class S1 is not a singleton, but FUJABA reports a false positive
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Secondly, it should be understood that the most popular implementation variant with
lazy instantiation is not the only one available. PINOT [3] goes a step further than
FUJABA and addresses the behaviour of the Singleton by searching for a code block
representing lazy instantiation. However, PINOT produces a false negative result for the
Singleton with an eager instantiation, which is another popular implementation variant
of the Singleton pattern.

Thirdly, current approaches focus on searching for a specific construct (structural or
behavioural) to be present in a code. For the Singleton, it is equally important to verify
what is not present. A successful detection tool should verify that Singleton instances
do not leak in an uncontrolled manner. For example, PINOT reports a false positive
in the case of Figure 2 because the tool is satisfied to find a static method with a lazy
instantiation block and ignores the second static method producing new instances.

public class S3 {
private static S3 instance;
private S3() {}
public static S3 getInstance1() {

if (instance == null) instance = new S3();
return instance;

}
public static S3 getInstance2() { return new S3(); }

}

Fig. 2. Class S3 is not a singleton, but PINOT reports a false positive

Additionally, many approaches depend on the access modifiers (e.g. a Singleton con-
structor marked private). We should remember that the access modifier semantics de-
pend on a programming language, not always guaranteeing a strict access control (e.g. a
Java inner class has access to the private attributes of the enclosing class). Furthermore,
a Singleton may have subclasses; thus, it may require at least a protected constructor.
Moreover, for pattern detection, the requirement of a private Singleton constructor may
be too strong. In the course of a development cycle, it may happen that a private modifier
of a Singleton constructor is missing but the class still is used in the Singleton manner.
For reverse-engineering tools, it is important to capture the code’s intent; thus, such a
class should be reported as a Singleton candidate. Unlike FUJABA, PINOT requires a
constructor to be marked private.

3 Singleton Implementation Variants

In this section, we present different implementation variants of the Singleton pattern.
It is worth noting that these variants are not disjunctive: they can be combined to form
new variants of the Singleton.

Eager Instantiation. In the eager instantiation variant of the Singleton pattern, a sin-
gleton instance is created and assigned to a static attribute in an initialization block.
Initialization blocks are usually executed at the beginning of a program or when the
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class is loaded. Thus, it may happen that the singleton instance is constructed even if
it is not accessed. This is a drawback, especially when the construction involves allo-
cation of limited resources. The advantage of this variant is its simplicity and (usually)
thread safety (often a language guarantees the thread-safe execution of static initializa-
tion blocks).

Lazy Instantiation. The most popular variant of the Singleton implementation in-
volves the lazy instantiation of a singleton instance. An access method checks whether
the instance is constructed, and if not, it creates one. This variant avoids the draw-
back of eager instantiation, as no resources are allocated before the instance is actually
accessed. However, this variant must be used carefully in a multi-threaded environ-
ment. Without additional synchronization, it may happen that the singleton constructor
is called several times, resulting in undesired side effects and resource consumption.

Replaceable Instance. The Singleton intent is to ensure that a class has only one in-
stance. An important question is whether this instance must remain the same throughout
the whole execution of a program. The answer is no, an instance can be replaced with
some other instance. This feature of the Singleton pattern becomes obvious when we
consider a GUI look-and-feel configurator. This is a standard example of the Singleton
pattern. It seems natural that a GUI look-and-feel can be changed by a user; thus, its
singleton instance must be replaceable. A setter method must exist that allows us to
configure a different look-and-feel instance.

Subclassed Singleton. A Singleton class is often perceived as final. It usually has a
constructor declared as private, which makes subclassing impossible in most program-
ming languages. However, a singleton class can have subclasses. Subclasses are useful
when one wants to change the behaviour of a singleton (one of the advantages of a
Singleton implementation over the analogous implementation with all methods being
static). The above-mentioned example of a GUI look-and-feel configurator usually in-
volves subclassing of a singleton.

Delegated Construction. A singleton class (or its access method) can delegate the
construction of its instance to some other method or class. Thus, it is necessary to
analyse the call flow and data flow of a program to identify correctly the instances
assigned to the static attributes. A delegated construction may occur when the singleton
instance is combined with some other pattern, e.g. the Factory Method, to parameterize
the construction of a singleton instance.

Different Placeholder. The canonical implementation of the Singleton pattern requires
a static singleton variable to be placed in the singleton class itself. However, there are
implementation variants where the static variable is held in a different class. One such is
a Java variant in which an inner class is used as a placeholder for a singleton instance.
This allows a Java programmer to leverage a language feature to guarantee a correct
lazy initialization in a multi-threaded environment.

Different Access Point. It usually happens that a singleton class is an access point to
a singleton instance (a static ‘get’ method). However, it may happen that a singleton in-
stance is managed and accessed via a different class. In this variant, a different class
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combines a placeholder function with an access point function. It is a common practice
to provide an Abstract Factory implementation that holds the returned instances (prod-
ucts) in the static attributes for future reuse. The implementation of the factory and its
products is usually hidden behind the interfaces and separated in a different module.
Thus, other parts of a system do not know about the concrete implementations and the
singletons.

Limiton. It is worth considering a design concept similar to the Singleton in which the
intent is to ensure that a class has a limited number of instances. We call it the Limi-
ton. [1] mentions that it is one of the advantages of the Singleton – the possibility of
accommodating a policy of a limited number of instances. The similarity between the
Singleton and the Limiton is well illustrated by an object-oriented model of a solar sys-
tem. A single-star system (like the Solar System) might be implemented with a Star
class having only one instance (the classic example of the Singleton). A binary star sys-
tem (like Sirius) might be implemented with a Star class having only two instances
(an example of the Limiton). These two analogous implementations may be considered
as two variants of the same design concept. Moreover, such information is worth re-
porting, because it provides an additional value to an analyst of a reverse-engineered
system and describes the design concept behind the programming construct.

4 Singleton Definition

The Singleton’s intent is to ensure that a class has only one instance. It implies that
a Singleton instance should be reusable. The only way to keep a Singleton instance
for future reuse is to store it in a static (or global) context. Existence of a static (or
global) variable of a Singleton type is only a necessary condition. To identify a true
Singleton, we must make sure there is no improper usage of a class, i.e. a new instance
of a Singleton is instantiated only to initialize a static (or global) Singleton variable. As
it might be hard to verify whether for each execution path an instance is assigned to a
static variable, we propose only to verify whether such an execution path exists.

More formally, a class C is a candidate Singleton instance if and only if:

– there exists exactly one static attribute A of the type C, and
– for each instance of the type C there is an execution path where the instance is

assigned to a static (or global) attribute.

The formula below expresses the above definition using the relations described in Sec-
tion 5. To cover Limiton candidates as well, we simply replace the “exists exactly one”
quantifier with the standard “exists”.

∃!attr. A : A.staticOrGlobal = true ∧ A.type = C ∧
∃inst. I : istype(I.type, C) ∧

∀inst. J : istype(J.type, C) ⇒ ∃attr. B : instance2static(J, B)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

⇓
The class C is a candidate Singleton.
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The above definition does not impose any structural constraint on a program structure
except the existence of a static (or global) attribute of a Singleton class. Contrary to
other solutions, we do not require the static attribute to be present in a Singleton class
itself, nor do we force a static access method to be implemented, nor do we depend on
access modifiers.

5 Pattern Detection Tool

In our approach, we use an established program metamodel to formulate the definitions
of design patterns in first-order logic. Then we translate the logic formulae to SQL and
execute the queries against a database containing a program metamodel. The program
metamodel helps to avoid a strong connection to a particular programming language,
while the first-order logic definitions of patterns abstract away a programming language
or particular analysing technique.

The proposed metamodel consists of the set of core elements and the set of elemental
relations among them. The core elements include types, attributes-or-variables, opera-
tions, and instances. Most of them have their intuitive object-oriented meaning with one
exception – an instance. An instance has been defined as an equivalence class of the re-
lation “objects constructed by the same new1 statement”, i.e. all objects instantiated by
the same new statement are treated as a single instance. The elemental relations de-
scribe the structural (istype, override) and behavioural (invocation, instantiation, input,
output, and instance2static) features of a program. They model program characteristics
such as inheritance trees, call graphs and sets of input and output values, together with
possible assignments to variables.

In the Singleton definition, we use only two of the elemental relations: istype and in-
stance2static. The relation istype(A,B) indicates that A is a type of B (direct or indirect
subtype, equal to). The relation instance2static(I, A) indicates that there is a potential
execution path where the instance I is assigned to the static (or global) attribute A.

Detection of Diverse Design Pattern Variants – D3 (D-cubed) is our tool developed
as a proof of concept for our methodology. At present, the tool detects five design
patterns (Singleton, Factory Method, Abstract Factory, Builder, Visitor) in Java source
code using static analysis techniques and SQL.

The detection process includes the steps parsing, analysis and detection. In the pars-
ing step, we use the Recoder tool [4] to create an abstract syntax tree (AST) from the
Java sources, and then we construct the core elements based on the AST. The analysis
step involves performing a set of analyses (structural analysis, call flow analysis, and
data flow analysis) to discover the elemental relations. During the analysis phase, the
transitive closures of relations are computed if necessary. Then, the core elements and
relations discovered by the analyses are stored in a relational database. At the detection
step, SQL queries are executed to discover pattern instances. The queries follow the
design pattern definitions expressed in first-order logic and presented in Section 4.

The set of static analyses used to discover the elemental relations include: structural
analysis, call flow analysis, and data flow analysis.

1 Or its language-dependent equivalent.
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Structural Analysis is responsible for discovery of the relations implied by the struc-
ture of the program, i.e. the istype and override relations. First, the direct relations are
discovered, and then necessary transitive closures are computed using DFS. Call Flow
Analysis discovers the relations implied by the structure of invocations, i.e. invocation
and instantiation. It is important that this analysis only focuses on a type hierarchy and
method bodies but ignores the data flow; the computed relations might therefore include
more elements than the actual number generated during program execution. This fea-
ture allows analysis of a broader spectrum of potential program execution paths. Anal-
ogously to the structural analysis, the direct relations are first discovered and transitive
closures are then computed where necessary.

Data Flow Analysis performs a simple static data flow analysis in a top-down and
flow-sensitive way. The analysis discovers the following relations: input, output, and
instance2static. First, the operations are sorted using a topological sort. Then, an ar-
bitrary number of iterations is performed to stabilize the input and output sets of each
operation and values of each static attribute set as much as possible. In each iteration,
the method bodies are interpreted using a simple Java interpreter developed specifically
for this purpose. While interpreting, information about possible input, output and static
values is collected.

6 Results

We have compared D3 with the state-of-the-art pattern detection tool PINOT. We have
tested the ability of these two tools to detect the Singleton instances in the following
sources:

– the demo source of “Applied Java Patterns” [5] (AJP) – an exemplary Java imple-
mentation of GoF patterns including the Singleton;

– the Singleton benchmark – our custom set of various implementation variants of
the Singleton pattern (see Section 3), available to download at [6]; and

– JHotDraw – a Java GUI framework for technical and structured graphics.

Both D3 and PINOT successfully reported a Singleton instance in AJP. However,
there was a significant difference in the detection of the Singleton pattern between the
tools for the Singleton benchmark and JHotDraw.

Table 1 shows the results of the Singleton pattern detection of PINOT and D3 against
the custom Singleton benchmark. PINOT is able to detect only a fairly low proportion
of the Singleton variants, whereas D3 recognizes all of them correctly.

PINOT did not report any Singleton instances in JHotDraw, whereas D3 recognized
five Singleton candidates. After careful analysis, all of them were considered to be true
positives. Three candidates are obvious Singleton instances documented in the source
code. PINOT did not detect them because one case uses the eager initialization tech-
nique and the two other cases represent the Different Access Point variant. The fourth
candidate is a more complex Singleton instance because it is the combination of Factory
Method and Singleton (the Delegated Construction variant). Finally, the last candidate
is a Limiton instance with six instances allowed.

Table 2 shows the running times of the parsing, analysis, and detection phases from
the test performed against JHotDraw. The test was performed on a machine with a 2
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Table 1. The results of the Singleton pattern detection of D3 and PINOT against the Singleton
benchmark

PINOT D3

Eager instantiation ×F N �TP

Lazy instantiation �TP �TP

Replaceable instance �TP �TP

Subclassed singleton ×F N �TP

Delegated construction �TP �TP

Different placeholder ×F N �TP

Different access point ×F N �TP

Limiton ×F N �TP

Uncontrolled usage (inner class) ×F P �TN

Uncontrolled usage (the same class) ×F P �TN

�TP the tool correctly reported the pattern instance
�TN the tool correctly did not report the pattern instance
×F N the tool did not report the correct pattern instance (false negative)
×F P the tool reported the incorrect pattern instance (false positive)

Table 2. Detailed running times of D3 on JHotDraw (45.6 KLOC)

Phase Time (in seconds)

Parsing 1.29
Structural Analysis 4.01
Call Flow Analysis 2.34
Data Flow Analysis 6.40
Insertion into Database 17.67
Detection 4.13

Total 35.84

GHz Intel Centrino Duo processor with 2 GB RAM running Windows XP and MySQL
5.0.27.

Compared with other tools, D3 is fairly fast. It is a little slower than PINOT but
significantly faster than FUJABA. PINOT analyses JHotDraw in 7 seconds on the same
machine, while it takes 20 minutes for FUJABA to analyse Java AWT 1.3.

7 Related Work

Despite a number of developed approaches to design pattern recognition, there is still
room for improvement, especially in recognition of behaviour-driven patterns, pattern
variants, and performance. Many approaches use only structural information to detect
design pattern instances, but there are also several approaches that exploit behavioural
information contained in the source code.
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Structure-driven approaches are mostly based on type hierarchies, association and
aggregation relationships, method modifiers, method signatures, and method delega-
tions. Although these approaches use the same type of information, they leverage vari-
ous representations and search mechanisms. In addition to structure-driven approaches,
some methods targeting behaviour of patterns have been invented. These behaviour-
driven approaches employ various types of analysis, including static and dynamic pro-
gram analysis, fuzzy sets, or machine learning techniques, to capture the intent of code
elements.

Some approaches store information in a database (e.g. DP++ [7] or SPOOL [8]). A
popular method is to use a logic inference system. [9] utilizes the SOUL logic inference
system to detect patterns based on language-specific naming and coding conventions.
SPQR [10] employs a logic inference engine; however, to represent a program and pat-
tern definitions it uses a form of denotation semantics known as the ρ-calculus. Another
approach is [11], where the design pattern detection method is based on graph similar-
ity. [12] detects design patterns by calculating the normalized cross-correlations of the
graphs.

Hedgehog [13] and PINOT [3] both apply static analysis techniques to capture pro-
gram intent. Hedgehog tries to identify some semantic facts that can be later used by
a proof engine. PINOT performs hard-coded static analysis to identify pattern-specific
code blocks. [14] and [15] utilize dynamic analysis to understand program behaviour.
[14] uses a concept of metapatterns in its search for design patterns. PTIDEJ [16] iden-
tifies distorted micro-architectures in object-oriented source code using explanation-
based constraint programming. Related work of PTIDEJ, [17], utilizes program metrics
and a machine learning algorithm to fingerprint design motifs’ roles. Another approach
that uses machine learning techniques is [18]. It enhances a pattern-matching system
[19,20] by filtering out false positives.

Our tool D3 utilizes both structural and behavioural information about a program. Its
structural model (the core elements and structural relations) follows the set of structural
predicates presented in [21]. Compared with other approaches, our method shows high
accuracy in detection of the Singleton in real source code. It detects many variants of
the patterns. In addition, our prototype implementation shows good performance; this is
often a serious issue for methods based on logic programming. Moreover, the proposed
method is flexible, allowing us to add a new query or modify existing queries easily. In
addition, SQL makes the tool more approachable to an average developer because most
developers know SQL (logic programming is not required).

8 Conclusions

We analysed the Singleton design pattern and indicated its diverse implementation vari-
ants. Then, we showed a generalized definition of the Singleton pattern that covers all
the enumerated variants. We also showed that our detection tool D3 was able to recog-
nize Singleton instances according to our general definition. Experiments with this tool
proved that it detected many non-standard implementation variants of Singleton that are
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not recognized by the state-of-the-art tools. Although D3 considers many more possi-
bilities and recognizes many more constructs, its running time is comparable with other
pattern detection tools.

Furthermore, our tool is flexible because the queries used to detect design patterns
are stored outside the tool and can be easily modified to repeat design pattern retrieval
and to obtain more suitable results.
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